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Testimonials  

“Finding Home is a collection of several valleys of memories mounted on the head of a boy 
–or a man who reminisces what home seems to be like when home becomes faraway. 
Nome engages the readers in his poems, and that makes him different.”

        
-Wale Ayinla,

Poet, and Author of White Rose,
and The Other Side of Other Rooms

“These days, if you need to become a testimony, you have to make whole from those bro-
ken and little things. You have to be made of everything that makes you: where you came 
from, whom you knew, lost, and those that may or may not remain. Finding Home is a 
proof of perfection, the writer’s ticket to history.”

-Micheal Ace,
Poet, and Author of 

Sermon from a Stammerer
and Scarlet Silk

“Finding Home is a sheer rebirth of realities summing itself up as a manual to seeing 
viability and possibility of finding a place to sing home in voices of light, giving life better 
flows that lead one’s soul into memories and home thereafter. It reveals an exegesis of 
living outside oneself to find peace.”

-Mesioye Johnson,
Award-winning Poet,

and Co-Author,
Rainbows & Fireflies

“Finding Home is a collection that radiates a wizardry of words—a seminal atlas for a sub-
lime homecoming!”

-Ayoola Goodness,
Award-winning Poet, Reviewer,

Literary Scholar, and Author of Meditations
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“Boys, therefore”. “Therefore, Boys”, take each word in the collection, Finding Home, as 
if your life depends on it. It’s one of the little things that counts when words are meant to 
mould you. Nome’s collection will lead your feet home. He is the beginning of a poetical 
revolution.

-Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau,
Poet, Creative Photographer,

and Author, For Boys Who Went

“Nome Patrick’s resonant lines take us on a journey through the drama, trauma and 
aura of existence, with a subtle, yet probing yearning for self-discovery and meaning in 
a cosmos of contrasts. Finding Home is an awesome collection that finds us, and makes 
us, triggering emotional responses of awe and wonder at a voice that is refreshing and 
unique in this art. Splendid debut!

-Ofejiro Joseph Bilabi,
Winner of University of Benin’s

Festus Iyayi’s Prize for Prose (2016),
and Co-Author, Rainbows & Fireflies.
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Foreword

          I sat watching the newborn find something on the mother’s breast. I guessed right 
– he was finding the nipple from whence came food, sustenance, life. It is human nature 
to find meaning to existence. Humans are, necessarily by design, creatures of exploration. 
Simply put, humans are predisposed to finding. While it is given that we should find, the 
quest and question have often been the object to find. What do we find? What are we 
seeking from birth to quietus? What are humans seeking with all the inventions? I cannot 
answer these questions. Nome Patrick Emeka has not made any effort in his collection to 
answer these questions as well.

          But Nome has chosen to focus on something more meaningful, almost existential as 
essentialist, home. Yes, home! Is it not intriguing that this poet has decided to direct his 
poetic microscope to the very essence that makes us social beings? Is the adage, “charity 
begins at home” not still much relevant in an age where even siblings are estranged by 
life’s caprices, concerns, causalities, and casualties? Should we push further this radar to 
the country, which has become less than a home, while many seek refuge as pilgrims in 
strange lands? 

          Finding Home engages the reader on a level that requires personal reflection, fa-
milial contemplation, and communal rumination. From emphasizing the importance of 
upbringing, the very teaching of values that often birth the bedrock of our lives to seri-
ous issues confronting life itself – war, chaos, suffering, pain, heartbreak, religious crises, 
death, loss, regrets, etc. – the author attempts to show the reader the different faces of 
home. He has succeeded in extending our understanding of home, pushing the bound-
ary built by sexism, religion, gender, ethnicity, and other social constructs established to 
deface the façade of home. 

          Nome has done more than just touching on issues of eternal importance. He engag-
es the reader on a journey of illumination. The poems in this collection are a continuum 
of a larger conceit – the desire to find home in ourselves. Yes, home is us, we are home. 
Home is anywhere we express our desires without heartbreak or waiting at the riverbank 
for news of watery mishap. Home is where we smile and hold hands in love and happi-
ness. Home is where we can tolerate our differences and still find commonality in our 
diversity. Home is whatever we make it to be.
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          Finding Home is a poetic masterpiece betraying a philosophical incursion into life 
itself. Nome’s beautiful use of language, artistic expression of his thoughts, commitment 
to his subject matter, and a fluid narrative prowess signal the emergence of a serious 
poet of high pedigree. He is one of the poets of this age to reckon with. The reader will 
find this collection, Finding Home, the roadmap to his or her home. 
Thank you.

Funso Oris,
Poet, Anthologist, and Co-Author of

State of the State: Sordid Beatification,
Chicago, USA.
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FINDING HOME
(In praise of my Grandma and every Mother)

The way you wrap the sun on the city on your cheeks
And hold lights like antiques upon your bosom
Is a thing I always grip with my heart...
How you touch with ease the broken parts of a boy
With tattered tales from the pages of maidenhood
Without opening a sore in the follicle of his heart...
Mama, do you know your words are lights?
They ignite me in places I have never visited.
In places I visit with soles of sorrow, and gourds of grief..
How you curl your lips into the beak of a hummingbird
And hum freedom songs of Farmers and princesses;
Of Africa in its days of virginity,
These things, Mama, have fingers that puncture a panacea;
An elixir served to my heart,
And pull an animation of jollity on the rooms in my face...
Mama, your face radiates in the glory of the December sun,
And I see your patience in the prime of morning dews
your strength reminds me of the beautiful river of Niger,
how it extends into a city–then to other– then to another
spreading elixir into the breaths of lands– distant and near...
How your tongue is a lugubrious library of pristine poetry
and lovely labyrinths of mesmerizing morals...
I first learn the shape of home on your skin –then your being
when you said:
“Ranti Omo Eni ti Iwo n se”
“Remember the son of whom you are.”
And you set me on the trails of the sun–
To search my dreams on the face of glowing things,
And placed me at the heels of the night –
To expect that glories do not come without gaunt guts,
And now, I’m on a pilgrimage to the Canterbury of my dreams.
May I come back to you with a mantle and a maiden.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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ENNUI:
(A Night of Nightmares, Mysticism & Mythology)

I’ve always tasted death on the thighs of nightmares
And white pillows pull me into the arms of black sleeps.
My candle holds the light to colour my skin with blood
but last night I was without the ember nectar of my skin:

1. I washed my face 12 times in 12 bowls
    And passed them into a crescendo of chants

2. I learnt how to walk on the chest of nocturnals
    So when the sun wakes I’m lost in the nose of a dream

3. I bore my blood with my peak and stained the beak of the
    Night with menstrual milks

4. Father said “learn to be who you’re. Black is beautiful”
    So I search my soul for empty rooms to fit in

5. I lay at a crossroad. my thighs the stains of the moon
And a white wrapper circled around my waist like ancient beads –
The moon slipped into me

6. When next I walk into my dreams, the wars maybe white
    I saw my father’s face written on seventy placards of grief

7. My mother searched every door for the face of freedom
    Till she split into shards of stars flying eastward

8. I’m waiting on a road that seems endless, no greens, no greys

9. I’m shouting now... Arrows in flight from my embouchure,
    My body filigreeing into a blaze of fleeing fire.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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I snap out... My fingers are painted with semen of little wax
Melting under the groin of a red candle...
I’m saying my last prayers for places i don’t know
‘Gainst the dead that breaks into my body in nightmares
With candles bearing the weight of my grief

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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FORGOTTEN THINGS

I walked into the palms of my grandmother
And searched the chronicles for finding home again
Like demons holding raw rudiments of sored souls
In their beak as they soar eastwards, or westwards
I traced the path on the walls of Mama’s palms 
And all that was there was the tale of a little lass
Thrown into the thighs of an old hunter and farmer
Who only knew two eulogies to the ancestry of women:
Sex and childbirth. I held her eyes with a sign of meditation
And in them wallowed revelation of a widow who knew hundred
names for the adventures of womanhood and maidenhood
And how they dangled on the slabs of pains and sufferings.
I saw the joy of motherhood in the scars of dear grandma
As she let her worries dangled into the body of the nights
In strained soliloquies and dour dirges for the things swallowed
By the storms of early marriage and gender strings...
I see her curl her soul into a musicbox of crude canticles
Swirling into epistles of eulogies for forgotten things.
What I didn’t understand is the way a woman could break into
Fifty shards of pains, sufferings, and gender limitations
And still hold survival in her fingers to shame of the world...
I say to her with a borrowed tongue from Niger river, 
“Mama, you’re an eagle gliding, surfing, soaring
Through the seven hills, mountains, oceans with your wings
Beating against the waves of time, in rain or in sunshine.”

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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HOME

I’m lost in the naked noise in the assembly of the world.
I’m not in the world, I live in the larynx of the word
And the word is power, authority, home and potency.
I hold my grief as a photograph and soften its texture
With the collages from the Psalms of my father, Ogbonna.
Sometimes, I give my joy wings to fly into nothingness
For the quest of being a body with a spirit clothed in fire
And wielded around the tales of my grandfather, Aladesawe;
The great hunter whose heels are made of cowries and courage...
I’m lost in the mouth of the world, in the eyes of the word too.
I’m depending on the elements of the sun
And the organisms of the dancing moon
And the shrill voice of the nza bird
And the patience at the breast of the hills
And the navels of the seven oceans of Africa
And in those dreams where I echo the names of my mothers
Omawunmi, Folashade, Bamitale; women of true colours
And how I wake up again
To hold life with the strings of my soul...
For home is where we walk into our dreams with lit candles
And pitched canticles of eulogies holding the nights...
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LAST NIGHT,
MY SISTER DEFINED HOME

My sister folds herself into the thighs of a star
And strains her voice to fondle the breasts of the moon
She cries of broken little things
She stirs her songs with sighs and sobs
For her little brother lost in the arms of a night
Where nocturnals crawl out on the hands of
Wicked men who throw lives into a juxtaposition
Of dearth and destruction– and dirges.
She sparkles with grief and sorrows
For her father whose soul is a log wretched to the
Economy of societal moths and mushrooms
Her tunes resurrect the dying moans of her mother
To the penury of fire and bombs and blasts...
She looks around and says:
I want to go home
I want to die when I’m old
I want to fold myself upon the laps of papa”
She defines home as a place where memories are
Sowed to sprout on walls, thresholds, photos and floors.
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GOING HOME

How
                 do
                               I
teach
                 my footsteps to 
d
  a
 n
    c
e
to the rhythms of homegoing?
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A BOY DEFINES HOME
(For you boys, I forgot your names)

In the crevix of kano
A boy wakes to the inferno munching his mother’s body
And traces the prints of ashes to the ember river where
Flies and vultures dictate the economy on his father’s remains...
He traces the path the moon took, eastwards to jos, to Kaduna
And offered a weary epistles of wish to the galaxy of sad stars
(Because it’s easier to hold a string of talks
With elements than offer dirges for a fallen soul)
In the crevix of kano,
A boy holds a flute to his heavy lips and breaks the nights
Into the tunes in the rhythms of loss and hope
(Because in this land it’s better to offer a dirge
Than offer flowers to the feet of yawning graves
For all the flowers in the graveyards are antiques
Of sour stories of blasts, Jihadu! and booms)
In the crevix of kano
Young little boy shuffles his sorrows into the limbs
Of a barren bamboo flute and let it soar into the silence of the night
He says: home is not here mama. home is not here papa.
Home is the cut on your tongues. the silence worn on your skin.
The arms of a virgin tomb and the creaks of calling caskets...

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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BOYS, THEREFORE

We are like us – like broken antiques hung on
The body of a cracked wall in a room 
Too rusty for revival, too rusty to hold beauty
Yet, we like us as us, – as the pebbles of the shores
Waiting for the wave’s soft caress against their brittle breasts...
You see, we’ve not being played on air taradiddles 
But every bird on the branches of every trees
Knows how to coo nature with the tunes of our native names,
You see, we’ve not appeared on those refined leafs in luxury,
But our names are engraved on the sinew of every leaf
In the forest...
We never fit into the heartbroken tunes of the white spirits,
But we’re punctured on the proverbial lyrics of great oral artists...
You see, we’ll die too, as the stars do when they’ve
Flaunt their glories like a hawk on the peak of a hill,
Yet. We’ll walk the paths of our broken and gaunt gods
And become deities in the hearts of the rising generation,
For we’ll die like the rains of the nights, soulful and soothing,
Like the sun on the hills of idanre, slowly and meditatively,
We’ll die African,
Holding Africa as a covenant engraved on the slates of our hearts
For there, where the earth never sleeps, is home.
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THEREFORE, BOYS

‘Cos our dreams are trails on the paths on our palms
And we’ve learnt to find the map of our journey on them
I say, therefore, boys
We’re a sane sacrament for the resurrection of other boys
Lost to the voices of booms and blasts yelling in the belly of this land
For we drag the images of our brothers on our sour skin
As amours to march against the obsidian moon
Whose swirls no longer entice the tearful eyes of mother earth
Whose light no longer holds the staff of hope to our dreams...
I say, therefore, boys
That we carry the names of our mothers on our lips as a new hymn
To lead us back home to the fallen dreams our fathers left
When holding the wrists of this land from the grasps of death...
I say, therefore, boys
That we are the flowers broken in the crux between our sisters’ thighs...
For every log of fire that runs to the river between them
Burns us, and bleaches us into fine asinine ashes
That we may rise to defend the petals and nectars of our sisters...
I say, therefore, boys
Let’s hold fire in our hands, and river in our mouth
As we walk the path of revolution to the arms of home
Where a garden of flowers grow untrimmed amongst thorns...
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FOR TONIA
(For love and its guts)

You’ve taught me to hold lights in my eyes
That darkness may shrink away with the night.
You’ve helped me to wake up every morning
With the bliss of a dove diving, wings gliding the clouds.
There are times I stand and find home on the faces 
Of strangers – they drag a burden in their lids too...
I’ve held hope in your bossom like birds cradling in nests
For my soul have acquired home on your silk skin.
Most times, I want to sneak into the night and whisper to the stars
Or crawl under the umbrellas of half or full moons
But, I remember – in your eyes lie the magnificence of nature;
A beauty best known by/to a boy learning to hold bliss.

Dear, do you know your nature is a source of artistic tapestries?
In your wise words I find pillows of peace
To sleep away the demons that walk into my heart.
Sometimes, I watch the sky swirl in the arms of the sun
And I remember I could wear my heart with fine revelry – with you.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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HOW TO SURVIVE A HEARTBREAK
This is how you live through a heartbreak:
Wait upon the night to walk to your threshold
Then take some little memories from where 
They are left– the chit-chats, the smell of her, the warmth
She borrowed your skin, and the words she left on your sheets
Walk to the threshold with a song on your lips
Those short songs you both used to charm the stars
And made the moon wallow in jealousy,
Then sit on the chest of your threshold
Do not bury your face in your palms
There is healing in them,
Do not hug your cheeks with downpour,
Save it for the storm that may come tomorrow
Just sit. Watch the stars and the moon and allow the
Evening air caress your skin
Let your heart reach out to touch the stars,
(Stretch your thoughts into those moments of ecstasy)
sing solemnly, so that your voice twitch the ears of the moon
And close your eyes gently to the caress of the evening breeze
So when you blink again
It’ll be morning
And you’ll acknowledge how your heart survived the night
Without losing a tooth or a finger...
You’ll see there’s a home of healing in yourself – in your soul.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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LANGUAGE OF WATERS

Before the language of the white
Came to stain the beauty on our tongues
Mama told me:
“We’re people who speak language of rivers
Our names are labeled on the lips of talking drums
Eulogies are sanctuary on the lips of clans
And these days, even atiòró , the small talking bird
Is a carrier of carts of gossips from the neighbouring villages.”

After the language of the white
Came and rested on how tongues, too firm
To leave, too comfortable to depart
Mama asked:
My son, how do you pray to your _chi?_
Do you say “our father who art in heaven?”
Does chi comprehend the ology in those lines
For the same tongue commit abominations
When it says: “puck”, “ pitch”, “pastard”, “ mwotherpucker”
My son, do you still speak the language of rivers?
do you still hold the sweet film of home on your tongue?

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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SPRING BLOSSOMS
ON THE SOULS OF TEENS

(For Grandma who admires the ladies of this century)

Spring blossoms on the souls of teens.
No doubt. Sometimes, I want to forever be
A teen or eighteen. The first time he touched
My lips, a star climbed into my soul and sparkled.
His soul was in mine: calls, SMS, late night thoughts
And ecstasy. You see! The first time he touched me, 
A few flowers broke out of the soil in my soul and blossomed.
My heart still holds the first gift – the first letter, 
Written gibberishly in romantic blunders. How I 
Waited for the moon to crawl out from its coven
Outside my blinds, just to find a space for love.
Sometimes fireflies came in the shape of love too;
Their puny nature, the bioluminescence. How it 
Crowned my joy like a tam-o’-shanter. A garden sprouted
Green in my soul – a song broke into lyrics of his name –
The evening breeze whizzed his eulogy and wrapped me 
With wanting/yearns for his hold/touch/words/sight/smell.
My first love, my prince, my Hercules
little as he was, an adorable kite that got
Lost in the clouds of my heart. 
I imagined unicorn when I touched his hair,
I thought of seas and songs, rhythms and rivers
Blues and blooms, stars and styles, moons and minarets
Of golds and grooms... I fixed him into shapes of nature;
Into Africa. His white teeth – the dawn of meek mornings,
His cold lips as wet as dews of early hours,
His hair as natural as the fine forest of father’s land
His nose as upright as beautiful hills lining westwards
His face as light as the pristine visits of rainbows...
Most times, I cuddle my teddy bear and
Become a teen again, holding memories
Like lit candles in the face of a moonless night.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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A MADRIGAL
(For the 101 names i cant remember)

I know a river that flows from this side,
I know a river that holds fishes on this part.
I sit before these frames
rough with memories that can’t be buried
like the unhidden tears that burn my eyes
when my hands caress them.

I love to remember how the fishes swam -
Precious pictures to hold.
The awakening of this memories is a fragmentation of life.
So, I spend my lifetime visiting a room
Of shattered frames.
I hold you on this side of my heart,
I hold you on and on
But your names are a pin dropped
In the belly of a river.

I was with you here,
We were happy fishes
Until the net came and trapped you.
You planted this memory in me,
But you left without 
teaching me how to say your name,
like the voice of the air, you vanished.
I can’t remember your name, sorry.
This river used to be our joy,
We swam Merrily together here,
Yes here.
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But you embraced death on that hook
Of sumptuous worm.
And I watched you fight against the
Powerful hand of death.
You closed your eyes gently
like the rise of the morning sun,
You taught me how to die
But forgot to tell me your name, sorry.

Beneath this river, we are tiny
Little bit of food for our own.
I remember.
I remember watching the gate of death
Opened as the shark approached and you were gone.
Your lesson was clear,
You taught me to live amongst preys
But you died
And I’m alive.
You taught me to forget your death
But I forgot your name, sorry.
I can’t remember your names,
But your memories are 101 lines
Drawn across the wall of my heart.
I hope to swim with you again
When death presents me a mantle.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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YOU HELD A BLACK MAN
(For Grandma)

Iyemi, I have grown in the shade of your shadow
like waves calling upon river bodies
Home has held me in the backyard of your heart
like the gigantic feet of an iroko resting
between the teeth of a forest

I’ll call your name; Iyemi
to the swirling of the western sun basking upon diurnals
And I’ll say your name; Iyemi
to the round face of the western moon wasping on nocturnals
I’ll hold your name in between the clasps of palm fronds
and the sway of the evening breeze, so light like a feather
against the waist of the waving greeneries, heavy 
I’ve seen courage in the blackness of your skin,
lights have found me in the pregnant balls of your eyes
eyes as bright as the trails of rainbows 
after the departure of a stubborn storm
Iyemi, you’re a goddess of Africa

The sun will be lost into the belly of the clouds
and dusk will fade at the smile of nights
but you, Iyemi, will never fade
you’ll remain as a sky and earth
ever present in the nature of my being
ever present in the skin of a black boy
The mountains will wallow at your sweet eulogy
as I rain downpour of your Africanism upon 
the thirsty tongues of rivers 
for you, iyemi, are a song on the beak of a beautiful bird.

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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HOW ME DIE
(For Africa and Nigeria... An adaptation of Wale Ayinla’s)

Reel out your tongue into a flame of fire
And wait for the moon to come 
- Do not kiss the world
- Do not kiss the word
Your revival starts from being patient as a dove
For this is how men find haven on their skin:
My father said i’m a river of too many fishes
I hold too much, too much
So when i snap out, i become a sacred storm
Running into a city to search memories of family 
Whose feet have disappeared into the mouth of a god
I fall into a room of hymns hung on the lips of boys my age
Like a leaf seeking a new life on the chest of earth
We fail to chant the last refrain
“We’re one. we’re one”
Each boy practicing the phonology of canticles
For their lost heroes – papa, mama, & sisters & brothers
Whose blood is a stain on the beak of death
How men die is not a mystery 
Here in my father’s country
We get swallowed by booms and blasts
We hang along the streets like call girls then
Fall under the arms of hunger then death like 
A child seeking songs at the grave of his parents

My mother is an old farmer, dreamer & seer
She is an emblem of a black goddess with a black skin
Last night, i held a candlestick on my tongue & she lit it
With her words.
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She lifted her veil & the night quivered at her speech:
“My son, this is how a man (Africa) lives:
- A black should be a black
There’s is a shrine on our skin where creativities worship
- A spider’s web is on our head
We’re new gods of words. We’re our own gongs. 
We’re our own flutes. We’re our own drums. we’re...”

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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RIVERS AND MEMORIES

My father is back to his sun
Old-fisherman, old canoe, old net, old hook,
And bony brittle line that spells history
He pretends to be strong as body of the water
Able to snake & dance & contain fishes, then worms
   I stare at him too often now
   His grown hair  his grey head
He said the sky wept for him when he was nine
Losing his father to the rage of a river
And his mother bore too much fire so it consumed her
   His eyes see everything, everything
   Though he sees not how we become birds without beaks
I’m tired of listening to him speak to fishes
Sing to worms & admire his canoe, hook & line like they’re his life
Like there are puzzles hidden in their nature
I’m tired of fluting tunes to his soliloquies
And painting his memories on the body of rivers
I’m tired of waiting every night upon the river
To know if he’ll be back soon
And now i’m a river bird searching his image in the mouth
Of every fish
Till i see him, i’m learning not to cry too, just like him

   Nome Patrick Emeka
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REBIRTH
(For every poet seeking peace. We’re new)

This is how we sing to a man
Who knows how to break words into
A syntax and phonosyntactic of poetry:
First, we search for his eyes and ask:
Are beautiful moons found in the face of a poet?
this same balls wrap the sores of a city
Into a parcel of spectacular artistic tapestry
And caress them till they meet revival...
We find his arms, a log of beauty,
And then his fingers, the living sword of a poet
And ask again: do we refer sages to little gods?
Do we say there are swords that never tasted blood?
Here is a poetry for you dear poet:
For the light of your poetry igniting souls,
For the little things in your poems that touch big things,
For the muse resting in the sacristy of your heart,
For the imagery your head homes,
For the ‘every spokenword’ that will slam this river
Drowning our city in the storms of wicked men
Who sit up there to bury our hopes in their palms...
This is for the ribbons waiting to ring your neck,
This is for the day the world accepted a new gem.
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EROTICS OF NIGHT

Before the day cuts heal and squeaks wellness,
When the dark eyes of nature jiggles somewhere
In the body of the universe. We gather our selves
Like coins from daily makings of an old labourer

And arrange our lives into clanks of shrillness
Drowning into one another: finding songs in silence
As we sit on our old bench weak and wretched like
Our dog Riro, who got itself killed while barking on 

A day where gods walk amongst legs of ifa priests
And hang their heads on their lips like crude canticles.
We could agree on waiting for the moon to set a pace
Of rays before fixing ourselves into tales that hold us

Like the frames of grandma hanging on the cracked body
Of the grey-mud wall. Sometimes we wait until the nights
Break into the songs of nocturnal bodies: frogs, crickets,
Nightingales, bats and the evening whispers of air on

Our necks and ears. Sometimes we hold ourselves like water:
Tear into each other’s body and reach out for the things that
Matter like loss, love, memories and families, like nights, birds,
Bench and the black and white photo of grandma in our hearts.

Some nights we sing ‘we shall meet again at the foot of the river’
Like the ones our townsmen sing at departures, then we cry and
Throw the night into jealousy with an artistic hug, the types we
Give in frames of old family photographs, like kangaroos and millipedes.
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RIVERS OF FLAME
IS NOT A HYPERBOLE

(For the four students of UNIPORT who got burnt)

Or a painting of dead pictures into creative Carmine
With a frail feather and a jar of ink.
That river of flames that squirmed into the clouds
Searching every rooms for the eyes of God:
Each boy received baptism of the same fire.
Here, love and hate and blood and fire – all nurtured
And homed in the hearts and palms of men.
Yesterday, four leaves swirled and fell off their branch
And sprouted into a mountain of fire and flames and ash,
Their greens held torments till grey was a colour of ash.
The boys got painted with the fuel of hatred
And got dragged into a room of fire, each calling to his
Own death before it even knocked or greeted,
And a river of flames
Stooped into the body of the heavens like waves tossing a yacht.
When the media came, said, “These leaves are un-
Recognizable” for all that floated upon the earth
Was a disturbed river and scattered ashes of burnt boys
Whose bones glittered with the glory of the sun..
A man said: “the ashes knock on God’s bosom 
And the river flows to his feet “for they died a just cause.”
Yet, I wonder if God’s eyes ever met the ashes–
And did his feet ever get wet by the river.
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PALM OF SONGS

Several eons we’ve touched our helms in dreams
To soar into families that will not die
You (did you) paint the garments of those dreams with songs
Leaving muds of memories stains as plaints on its fur
First my father’s face was a benediction
Of the log called my back
My mother’s was a sacrament of sourness
Alongside the bridge in my eyeballs
My sister’s face was a cross on my palms
We’re heading gogoltha/don’t ask how many times we fell
And you, your face was the absences of good things
You see through the keyholes of loss and want
I held your hands to crawl on the bridge on your palms
But the lines on it were lost trails
Leftists of cunts crossroads
Each lines speaking of prophesies and porousness
That someday a star may break our roof into
I’m just as you, you are just as me
Me: a song sung to the stillness of a night
You: a hymn sung to the stillness of a river
We: a palm of songs lost on the lips of loved ones.
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